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This article discusses a number of features associated with the art of Lance Friedlande, 

with reference to the strange sense of known and unknown in his work, which I relate to 

both the indebtedness of Friedlande’s work to like-minded artists, and to his imagery 

which he develops by means of a hightly wrought painterly method. As an example of 

Friedlande’s work I will refer to the paintings Like no day has been (2009) by Friedlande

and, briefly, also to The CIA slang: Expression for assassination blamed by them (1955)

by Hodgins.

Friedlande works mostly using oil on canvas – and has done so for many years. I view 

this as a somewhat daring pursuit in our era where video, installation and other new 

media tend to enjoy a greater measure of critical attention than painting. Easel painting 

is sometimes relegated to the “lower” end of the contemporary art hierarchy for, among 

other things, not being sufficiently critical vis-a-vis the institutions of art (paintings are 

usually shown in a gallery with all the traditional trimmings this entails).  Indeed, painting

is sometimes therefore seen as working, inexcusably, with the gallery, its bourgeois 

patrons, its market and by implication also with its chauvinistic Eurocentric legacy, 

instead of interrogating the ideological problems of the exhibition space and its 

(bourgeois) support base as many site-specific and ephemeral installations in dingy 

spaces like abandoned warehouses do.  

This means, of course, that the presumed aesthetic autonomy or neutrality that painting 

has enjoyed as staple of the Western canon for hundreds of years is placed under the 

spotlight.  And painting is, like all art forms, found to be less neutral than one would 

presume. However, I think one should see this re-evaluation of the very medium and 

tradition of painting in light of broader developments in the cultural sphere that 

questioned all forms of the canon, and all practices associated with canon formation. 

For a few decades since the sixties, ever-new hierarchies of art genres and methods 

emerged in a so-called democratic postmodern art scene.  Therefore, for artists of the 

contemporary scene the decision to pursue painting in the face of so many other 



possibilities has to be a considered and conscious one, and such artists know that their 

choices may not always be popular. Nonetheless, easel painting has proved to be 

exceptionally enduring in its appeal – to artists who enjoy the medium and its rich 

possibilities and tradition; to audiences who can relate to the medium because its codes

are, mostly, recognizable; and of course to the art market, where painting especially in 

oils has never really gone out of fashion. Today, the tradition of easel painting is once 

again popular –especially figurative painting with its rich history. This history not only 

refers to the older masters, but also includes artists who since the mid-twentieth century

consistently worked with oils – think of Francis Bacon, Lucian Freud and the New-

Expressionists like Anselm Kiefer as well as the Italian Transavantgardia (Mimmo 

Paladino, Sandro Chia and others). 

As is the case with any medium, but perhaps in a more peculiarly conscious way, then, 

a painter works with a sense of tradition. This tradition can be seen as a living heritage 

that demands that a painter should be situated among similar approaches, styles, other 

artists and so on. This is also the case with Friedlande. In an article that appeared in the

City Press  of 14 January 2012 on a travelling two-man show by Friedlande and the 

sculptor Gordon Froud, Friedlande’s artistic heritage is provocatively described in these 

words:

Perhaps the first entry point into the painter’s vocabulary is to imagine that South 

Africa’s fantastic Judith Mason got together with British portraitist Francis Bacon 

to create a child. That child would be Friedlande. Think of Bacon’s work such as 

his 1961 Paralytic Child Walking on All Fours and Mason’s bedevilled Self 

Portrait, 1984. 

Friedlande’s work invites, indeed it compels comparison with painter-predecessors - this

is probably because the works seem to recall or suggest aspects of artworks one has 

seen but cannot quite name. Therefore, although works such as Like no day before 

clearly sit comfortably in Friedlande’s oeuvre and in his alone, there is nonetheless a 



sense that the work is in dialogue with a number of other artists.  This feeling of strange 

familiarity emanates from his use of imagery as well as stylistic and atmospheric 

devices (such as the haunting figures of people and beasts, the irrational lyricism of the 

colourfields and the strange poetry of juxtaposed spaces) that bring to mind the work of 

artists such as Francis Bacon and Judith Mason, that are mentioned above, but also of 

Robert Hodgins (1920-2010). Compare, again, the review in The City Press of 14 

January 2012: 

Friedlande’s paintings situate him in that space where surrealism morphs into 

abstract expressionism, employing highly charged iconography and intense 

application of pigment. The painter tastefully arranges his picture planes into 

broad fields or blocks of colour that contrast and complement each other in good 

tempo. 

These aspects – charged iconography, intense colours and surrealist spaces – are also 

the staple of so much Hodgins’ work. I believe that of all the artists who make up 

Friedlande’s tradition, Hodgins’ legacy is the most poignantly present in this artist’s 

work. The feeling of strange familiarity that associations with Hodgins in particular evoke

when looking at Friedlande’s work make for a dialogue between the two that should be 

explored in another project. Compare, for example, Like no day has been with Hodgins’ 

painting The CIA slang: Expression for assassination blamed by them (1955). 

At this point I would like to engage a bit more with Friedlande’s work in order to explore 

the sense of familiarity and strangeness in terms of the artist’s work itself – its mood and

images, and the methods to develop these. Friedlande’s work has romantic affiliations: 

it is emotionally charged in appearance because of, among others, the bright colours 

and the strong use of diagonals. This romanticism is heightened by the sense of 

irrational drama one feels when looking at them: so often figures and strange creatures 

occur in dramatic placements. The dislocated individuals or, at times, the strange 



groups of people one often sees in his works are wrapped in their own thoughts. They 

appear to be at a poetic distance; the onlooker may try to imagine what they are 

imagining. Usually, the figures appear in strange and unreal spaces, often apocalyptic 

landscape settings. A sense of haunting strangeness pervades Friedlande’s spaces. 

Like riddles, the spaces do not make sense in the obvious sense of the word. Although 

the worlds suggested by the artist look vaguely plausible (there may be horizons, and 

sky, and trees) they are also quite implausible because they are incomplete, open-

ended and fragmentary. Like bits of language that are half-understood, the viewer is 

invited to make his or her own sense of what he or she sees. This is achieved only by 

surrendering the search for completeness and accepting fragments that synechdocally 

stand in for some undisclosed story.

From this incompleteness a number of tensions arise. One of these is perspective: often

the artist’s use of perspective suggests disorientation. Empty spaces speak of angst 

and uncertainty. These empty spaces are sparsely populated by characters in a 

wordless play that leave their narratives incomplete. We sense a tension between 

recognition of known types, expressions and so on, and a strong sense that these are 

also unfamiliar.

Engaging with Friedlande’s work is therefore a little like playing a game of connecting 

disparate dots (treating them as interpretative clues) while celebrating the idea that the 

mental picture or story that will emerge at the end will make poetic, if not rational sense.

One such a clue in this instance is the title of the work. Like no day has been presents, 

like many of Friedlande’s work, a lyrical aspect (the title itself comes from the English 

version of the popular Jacques Brel song Ne me quitte pas where a lover is begged not 

to leave).  This is a clue or fragment suggestive of longing and tearful abandonment - 

although the bright yellow and contrasting colours in the background add an element of 

joy. These fields of bright colour together with the broken horizon create an atmosphere 

that is abstracted and symbolic, so that “meaning” or any “reconstruction” of a coherent 



story is again playfully negated. What the viewer has is a sense that all emotions are 

heightened by the incongruous colour contrasts, the undulating landscape and the lone 

figure whose gestures suggest a lonely dance.

This evasion of a single story makes Friedlande’s work open-ended. I relate the 

meaning-aspect (or playful negation thereof) of his work to his painting method. Working

from abstraction to figuration, he makes marks and gestures on the canvas, and then 

works towards finding or discovering figures and shapes that suggest themselves from 

these marks. In the process he finds the hidden narratives and fragments of stories that 

the final work shows. This is a very involved method that allows the canvas to speak for 

itself. While the artist builds up layers of gestural marks on the canvas, the canvas leads

to way to show images that emerge from the marks, and from these there may emerge 

some emotional, physical or mental association. By means of this process, Friedlande 

searches for a sort of objective correlative (the modus operandi described by TS Eliot in

the context of poetry) for a psychological state that will later, as the painting proceeds, 

remain as a central thrust in the work.

After this first “looking for” the image, Friedlande’s brush searches further, exploring the 

placement and pose of the figure and the different aspects of the ground, and often 

reworks through many stages to find the final picture. He shows the stages of his work 

on his website – these images of the various phases of search are indeed enlightening. 

His method therefore involves a profound grappling with the paint in all its physical 

possibilities:  scratching, washes, gesture, overpainting and impasto.  Therefore, he 

uses the idea of painting as material and as a thing to be worked with. The paint itself 

generates the heat of the story – and in this sense Friedlande is truly a painter’s painter,

whose homage to Robert Hodgins, Francis Bacon and I think also Judith Mason is 

apparent. In this searching for the image, and leaving the story open-ended, Friedlande 

found a physical method that allows his work to speak conceptually in the ways it does.


